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IE ZOMBIE'S FREE GUIDE TO THE MUGGS IN THE GALLERY:

Reading from left to right, one row after another, as you always
read unless you hanpen to be Chinese.

The .group massed on the porch is Sian Shack as it used, to be.
Seated in the foreground we see Ken Krueger, Milton Ashley and Frank
Robinson. Directly behind these three are Walt Liebschex* with his arm
around Bari Beth Wheeler, Al Ashley, EE Evans, and Jack Wiedenbeck
wishing he had his arm around somebody. Finally, standing on the porch
in the rear, we have Ollie Saari with his ditto around Thelma Horgan,
Elsie.Janaoa, Abby Lu Ashley, Ed Counts, and Sgt. Lynn Bridges.

On the far right we again see Mari Beth Wheeler, and friends.

Now to the smaller photographs below. The two bashful gentlemen
standing before somebody’s garage age Sam Moskowitz and Don ’Gollheim.
The small, pensive puss pasted aYrnve their heads is Art Sehnert.
Lookit the leggy girl with the soldier.' We are told he is Bob
Hoffman and she is Phil Bronson's sister1, Beverly. Immediately below
this charming couple we see a charming trio: Walt Daugherty, Joe Fort
ier and Tom Wright. That's a weeping willow, maybe, behind them.

Lift your eyes up and to the near right. Ah—a studious fellow
reading a five-year-old copy of Astounding (the foto is that old, too)
must be---- yes, it is D.B. Thompson. Below him we again chance across a
charming couple: C.L. Moore rind Russ Hodgkins. Wonder what her spouse
thinks of this? The villainous looking husky be-lpw C.L. 'Moore is that
scrouge of the Canadian wastelands, Les Croutch. Un we go again. See
that handsome, homey visage smiling mysteriously at you? That's the
pride of Hartshorne, Oklahoma: James Russell Cray. And look--that face
and that drooping cigaret beneath Gray.' That's old hotfoot Cyril Kornbluth himself, sneering at us, no doubt.
Next row; A pretty WAG: she's Dorothy Les Tina Pohl. The bicorn
staring at her isn't so dumb. The small upright picture of the fellow
with the striped tie is Fred Pohl, husband of the pretty WAG. He isn't
so dumb, either; the army made him take his intelligence test twice
because his score was so high the first time they wouldn't believe it.
Next to him in a black tie and. a Lona Lj.sa smile is Elmer Perdue with
.his hair combed.
Which brings us to the bottom row. The three ^ents on the sofa
all wrapped up in Fantasite and each other are Dr. C.L. Barrett, Cliff
Simak, and John Chapman. And aha J We have a girl in a hole: she's now
known as Myrtle Douglas and she has a swim suit on all right.
But
just look at those two homely beezers snarling at us from the last
picture.' Ugh, how awful to have faces like that. !lThe Look1' is Frankie
Robinson once again, and the smirking soldier is Ned Connor.

These pictures are not to be used in covering rat holes
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